
 
The Hon’ble Secretary General,               
United Nations Organization. 
 
Ref. No. AUM/Econ+: 525                                                               Dated 10th April, 2011 
 
Sir, 
       SEEKING A TRANCENDENTAL APPROACH FOR SOLUTION TOWARDS: 
 

1. GETTING GRIPS TO REVIVE THE DOWN-TRODDEN GLOBAL ECONOMY. 

2. NATURAL ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM RESET ( NESR ). 

3. LONG-TERM RESPITE FROM NATURAL DISASTERS. 

4. CONDITIONAL - APPROACH FOR TRIGERRING THE NEWER ONSET. 

 
                REVIVING WORLD ECONOMY TO END GLOBAL CRISES 

It is extremely essential to value the importance of ‘ Human-Performance ’ which 

directly correlates with the ‘ ECONOMY instrument ’, as a key factor towards all 

subsistence upon our planet. Today’s widespread recession of both such vital 

parameters has uprooted the basic foundation of happiness, as experienced by 

several countries during the recent past; while others remain struggling to maintain 

their balance. Mere injecting funds into markets /financial institutions are analogous to 

taking money from one pocket and placing it into the other; only rendering a transitory 

relief, apparently. The prevailing lifeless existence thrust upon the Global Public must 

be hastened to an end by opening a new dawn towards a more purposeful reality in 

our living conditions. 

One has to understand that money does not breed from printing-machines or bank 

lockers but depends upon Human-Performance in the form of ‘ Energy ’. 

It is important to first understand the basic origin of this substance termed as Energy, 
which is essentially required for every aspect in regard to the entire existence of life 

and material in the world. 

Nature /Creator of this planet has broadly constituted a ‘4-phased’ phenomena 

contained in a cycle, as quoted in ancient scriptures and has also 

been confirmed by past history record. The clockwise-rotating 

programmed cosmic cycle/Disc of ours comprises of: Excellent, 

Good, Fair & undesirable, as (1,2,3 &4). The four variables of 

Energy-format are bound into a time-cycle/ period, whichever segment faces upward, 

as No.1 in the facing illustration; dominates our earthly existence. God/Creator is 
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formless but his emanation is an unimaginable & extremely gigantic amount of 

Energy. These four uneven segments/ phases constitute our periodic cosmic-cycle.  

God can use his output Energy to create everything & anything that is required. As 

seen in Magenta; is the referred unlimited Energy. An extremely minute portion of his 

energy/psyche could be seen in Blue as a source of ‘ Limited Energy ’ which he 

imparts upon us for our worldly existence, that gets polluted with time. This ‘Blue’ has 

been depleted & contaminated today and it is not being supplemented by the 

Magenta anymore. 

The cosmic cycle governs Human- 

Performance at a particular time /period, 

as shown. The current period under 

progress in respect to our planet today; 

is the 4th phase     (Kali-yuga) as seen 

on the extreme right with a tall red-bar. 

Whereas, the first phase, as on the 

extreme left is the most ideal one 

wherein extreme goodness prevails; 

resulting a tall green bar of richness in 

everything. The greenish and the 

pinkish portions are the remaining two 

periodic-cycle’s phases which contain a 

blend of both features. Taller the red 

bar, more is the misery upon the 

occupants of our planet: ruined-

economics, evil, inefficiency, discontentment, diseases, calamities, floods, droughts 

and everything pertaining to adverseness would prevail over our worldly life, affairs & 

existence, no matter what you do! 

Whereas in 1st phase (Satya yuga), when the green segment is controlling; there is 

added supplement of renewed energy into the ‘Blue’ by the ‘Magenta’: resulting in 

bountiful of everything that is desirable for our entire planetary existence. 2nd & 3rd 

phases do receive lower-residual inputs of from the Supreme source. 

As per the scriptures, each phase may take several thousands of years to change, 

but, yet; the Creator has cleverly inbuilt a provision by which he alone can end an 



existing phase overnight also, even for the sake of one odd-individual: As in scriptures 

/history, when it was decided by god; he re-sequenced the periods: as 1,3,2,4 instead 

of 1,2,3,4 to meet a universal requirement. It is not true that god desireth to also 

create the unpleasant 4th phase, but; the circumstances so demands due to the 

negative performance of a certain large group of humans in phases 1,2 &3 wherein 

their Negativity does not get much opportunity to express itself due prevalence of a 

superior lifestyle.  

Hence the negative fragments during the good periods accumulate, regroup and 

ultimately sprout-up collectively to govern their dominance in the 4th period. 

Thereafter, it solely depends upon the residents of the planet whether to rebel/ 

crusade against the prevailing evil or bear it as passive onlookers. An improved 

struggle made by crusaders could bring an early end to the existing awful 4th 

segment’s impasse i.e. it is the determination and sacrifices put up against evil by the 

masses, which matters. Today, we need to decide whether or not to pledge ourselves 

in a great effort to end the 4th phased-portion containing misery.  

Whatsoever is the quantum of Energy contained in the Blue is only 

made available to our planet’s occupants, as seen, feeding the 

governor: which results in a directly proportional output upwards to 

cause the green & red bars: resulting Human-Performance. The left 

illustration is today’s scenario with red prevailing, but; obtaining no 

input from the Supreme/ magenta. 

Worldwide unrest amongst so many countries observed these days is 

due to our growing ignorance in regard to Truth and optimum 

application of spiritual-science, resulting: extensive discontentment in 

every direction. Human, by its own inbuilt-characteristic wants to seek 

higher joy, but; without further influx of Divine Energy it has now 

become impossible even to get the basic ECONOMICS set right to 

meet the outgrowing demand of each individual besides the various other necessities 

which are well needed as joy/comfort oriented substances; either in material or 

immaterial form.  

The most important aspect to accept is; the Creator/God is that source out of whom 

[Truthfulness+Righteousness] emanates in the form of an Energy which is the 

fundamental basis of: power supply source to every type of existence in the entire 



huge cosmos. And, it is also universally accepted that we can only approach the 

Creator/Truth/God if our conduct in life is truthful & righteous, or at least; we are willing 

to embrace such virtuous lifestyles. It has become extremely pertinent that the Creator 

be convinced to intervene and use His powers to turn the periodic cycle at this 

juncture, further stagnation of the present situation would only harvest more misery. 

Choice is yours?  
 

2.  NATURAL ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM RESET ( NESR ). 
As already presented in an earlier bulletin, by obtaining a successful NESR operation; 

the entire planet’s natural content can get restored. All the Creator needs to do is to 

replenish Earth with its natural resources as once prevailed before we messed it up. 

By accomplishment of such a graceful process; the dissolved CO2 and other 

undesirable polluting gases in our environment would be ousted; thereby eliminating 

Global warming & associated effects upon Earth.  

 

Moreover, the NESR technique of Nature will also make our soil yield better crop & 

minerals, the trees would bear more fruits. There would be no need for adding of 

fertilizers & chemicals to get good crops. The cows would deliver more milk, there 

would be cleaner water flowing in the rivers, everything that is useful and desirable 

would be available in abundance. This is all possible with the Creator’s Graceful 

Energy. He can alone deploy the various divine machines. Black-holes are vicious 

psychic machines deployed to draw energy out of matter of any enormity whereas 

Worm-holes are used to transfer energy from one location to another; to also maintain 

its current form. Such devices can take colossal forms or be extremely microscopic 

/invisible at all; can be made available anywhere. 



The ‘Accretion-Disc’ (Sudarshana-chakra), as shown, is a multi-purpose spinning-

tool/spindle which can separate various elements in our polluted environment, it can 

also illumine objects where there is total darkness and has numerous other 

applications. This is amongst one of the several Divine machineries; once the 

substances are separated, worm-hole technique can be simultaneously deployed to 

oust the undesirable substance deep into space.  

For such extraordinary NESR operations upon our planet we need to approach the 

Creator who is nothing but an embodiment of Truth & Righteousness, consequently; 

to be eligible to reach the Creator one must possess that much of Truthful+Righteous 

content, in every aspect of life.  

All these quoted machines have been observed silently working in deep space, as 

confirmed by scientists & Astrophysicists with no information about their operator. 

Whatever exists out in the universe/cosmos can also be seen contained in a 

microscopic-form deep within each individual, but; with a spiritual vision. 

 

3.  LONG-TERM RESPITE FROM NATURAL DISASTERS. 
With due respect to our learned seismologists /scientists it may be said that tectonic ‘ 

plates ’ exist in the earth’s inner-layers and such plates’ shift triggers earthquakes & 

Tsunamis. But, why do these plates shift and who shifts them? Indeed; only the effect 

of such undesirable shift gets noticed by its devastating effects, but; source of the 

cause of such plates’ shift remains hidden.  

The power of God can fill those gaps between such ‘ plates ’ with such Energy also 

referred to as dark matter by modern scientists and prevent any scope for such 

assumed shifts. The entire universe is constituted out of mere Energy emanated out of 

a single point, as agreed by learned scientists. Similarly undesirable floods, wild Fires, 

drought and numerous undesirable occurrences can be thwarted away by using 

Divine grace & techniques. It is highly unjustified to simply term the resultant effect of 

our ignorance, incompetence and foul-play: as ‘ natural-disasters ’; only amounting to 

deceiving ourselves. Sanctification of rain at proper time could also be obtained by 

approaching a higher consciousness which is nothing else: but a higher sonata, 

resulting out of principles of Truth+Righteousness ( Satya +Dharma ).  

 

 



4. TRIGERRING THE ONSET TOWARDS A NEW ERA. 
Enough emphasis has been indicated by my past bulletins in regard to approaching 

God for intercession into our planet’s awful state. Indeed, there exist numerous highly 

revered saints & sages in our world who are highly placed in the level of 

consciousness; if they could even collectively have God to help us out with his 

machinery and restore our lost joy: much would be achieved. Gaining enlightenment 

or obtaining salvation and then saying “good bye” has become an outdated practice 

now.  God wants such revered citizenry to work along in the mainstream of our society 

and exhibit the Wonders of Nature by virtue of appropriate application of allied 

wisdom. There are three options to end the present crises i.e. to have God to expedite 

the turning of the cosmic cycle: 

1. During the recent Cricket world-cup it was observed that millions were desperately 

praying for India to win and it so happened. Similarly, if the entire world offers a 

combined prayer together; maybe it works. Try? 

2. Anyone can get close to God; I too have been able to gain a close proximity to 

God and have sought his grace to help the various residents in our DEAD planet 

but the conditional help which God is offering needs: the extremely imperative 

pending issues of mine be resolved first, as principles of Truth+Righteousness is 

being terribly suppressed, as in ANNEXURE 5A. 

3. The last option is to remain hopeless & stagnated; wait for misery to intensify to 

higher levels where you have no option left but to look towards God for bail out. 

But, if God evaluates to find no scope or reason 

for a revival due prevailing obstinacy; he may 

decide to extinguish the planet where he can 

deploy a Black-hole, as shown, to suck our 

entire galaxy into extinction within seconds. A frequently occurring of such 

extinction phenomenon has also been confirmed by scientists engaged in deep 

space explorations. The Creator has created billions of such galaxies; he has a lot 

of good purpose behind his creation and remains concerned. 

 

Capt. P.N.Sharma.  3226/21-D, Chandigarh, India. (M): +91 9815002322 
Kindly arrange to accord a widespread dissemination of this article worldwide for the masses 
to decide the planet’s future. Anyone interested in previous bulletins could have the same. 
This elite wisdom is not available elsewhere; in such a simple format.           


